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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a connected, smooth manifold with the structural sheaf Q(M). Let 
E(M,p) be a fiber manifold with the base manifold M, [5]. We denote JkE the 
manifold of k-jets of cross sections of E -%A4. Let U be an open set in 
JkE. Let ~0 be a system of partial differential equations of order k with the do- 
main U. Thus @ is locally a finitely generated subsheaf of ideals of the sheaf 
Q(U). We suppose that the system of partial differential equations (SPDE) @ 
is regular and we denote J(Q) the submanifold of integral k-jets of @; @; J(Q) 
is submanifold of U; an element <E U lies in J(Q) if and only if for any section 
cp of @ we have ~(0 = 0. Let I be a non negative integer. We denote by @’ the 
Ith prolongation of @, then @’ is a SPDE of order k + I with domain (z:“)-‘(U), 
where TC{” i;+$he canonical projection of Jk”E onto JkE. We always suppose 
that J(@‘) nk J(Q) is a fiber manifold. Let @J and I,Y be SPDE of order 
k with domains U and V respectively. We write Q, c I// if the following condi- 
tions hold (1) UC V, (2) @ is subsheaf of the sheaf @,“w = wlv. The set of 
SPDE of order k is partially ordered with the above conditions. In this work 
we deal with systems which are “weakly maximal” (see $1 for definitions). 
When @ is a transitive linear system of infinite type, we show that some key 
information is to be found in the symbol of @. 
The paper contains five 4 paragraphs. The first paragraph contains the 
background materials and definitions. In 0 2 and Q 3 we study algebraic models 
of transitive SPDE which are weakly maximal. In 0 4 we study admissible 
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filtered Lie algebras; these algebras are related to weakly maximal Lie equa- 
tions. In 0 5 we return to geometric problems and we point out some topological 
results about manifolds with some kind of SPDE. 
5 1. BACKGROUND MATERIALS AND DEFINITIONS 
All the manifolds that we consider are smooth and connected. Let M be a 
smooth manifold of dimension n. A fiber manifold with the base A4 is a 
manifold E together with a surjective differentiable map p: E-PM which has 
rank n everywhere. We denote Q(M) the sheaf of germs of differentiable func- 
tions on M. Let JkE be the set of k-jets of cross sections of E % M. The 
source map (resp. the target map) is denoted a (resp. p), so that the following 
triangle is commutative 
B 
E t-- JkE 
I/ P a 
M. 
Let U be an open set in M. We suppose that U is domain of coordinate func- 
tions (xi, . . . . x,). Let 0 be a connected component of a-‘(U). If F is a dif- 
ferentiable function on 0 we can associate to any i = 1,2, . . . , n the differentiable 
function $ F defined on the open set (TC~“)-~(@C Jk+‘E. Let [E (rc~+r)-l(o), 
let s: U+ E be a cross section of p such that jL$ = & then the function a: F 
is defined by setting (8: F)(r) = [a/ax’(F(j,ks))],=~(~~. It is clear that a; F(t) 
does not depend on the choice of the section s such that j,$i(s) = [. 
Let 0 be an open set in the manifold JkE. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A system of partial differential equations of order k with the 
domain 0 is a locally finitely generated subsheaf of ideals of the sheaf Q(u). 
Let E +A4 be a vector bundle, the source map a: JkE+ A4 defines a vector 
bundle structure. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let E -+A4 be a vector bundle, a SPDE @ of order k with 
domain JkE is called linear if any section u, of @ induces a linear form on each 
fiber a-‘(x), XEM. 
We consider a SPDE @ of order k with domain UC JkE. Let w be an open 
set in cr(U) with coordinate functions (x1,x2, .. . ,x,). Let F,, . . ..F4 be functions 
on a-‘(w)c fi which generate the system @. We consider the functions 
<7$+l)*~, a;F;., i=l,2 ,..., q,j=1,2 ,..., n. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The subsheaf Qj’ C Q((n,k”)-l(8)) which is locally generated 
by the functions (lci+‘)*&, i3i4, i= 1, _..,q; j= 1 , . . . , n, is called the first pro- 
longation of the SPDE @. 
The sheaf @’ is a system of partial differential equations of order k+ 1 with the 
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domain (x~+‘)-‘(ij). We define by induction the fth prolongation @’ by setting 
@‘= (@‘-‘)’ for any integer 1~ 0. Let J(Q) be the set of <E U such that p(r) = 0 
for any section a, of @. It is clear that we have the inclusion rc~+‘(.J(@‘))CJ(@). 
DEFINITION 1.4. A solution of @ is a cross section s: W+ E such that 
j.$ E J(Q) for any x E W, WCM. 
We consider two SPDE of order k @ and I+V. We set U = domain of @ and 
V = domain of v/, U and V are open sets in JkE. We write @C w if UC V and 
@C@,“w where Q,“: Q(V)-tQ(U) is the restriction map. 
In view of the above definitions we get the following commutative diagram: 
J((e; WI”’ = J(@‘+‘) 
We say that the system Q, is regular if J(a) is submanifold of JkE. All the 
systems that we shall consider are assumed to be regular. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A system @ of partial differential equations of order k is 
completely integrable if it has the following properties: (1) @’ is regular for 
any integer 120, (2) the maps x,“::+‘: J(@‘+‘) -+ J(@‘) are fibrations, 120. 
DEFINITION 1.6. A SPDE @ of order k is called transitive if it has the follow- 
ing properties: (1) 0’ is regular for any 120; (2) for any integer 120 the target 
map p: J(@‘)-+E is a fibration. 
REMARK 1.1. If @ is a SPDE of order k with the domain U, the definition 1.6 
shows that, if @ is transitive, then the source map a: J(d) -+ A4 is a fibration 
for any 120. 
Let us consider a completely integrable SPDE GJ of order k, with the domain 
UC JkE. Let <E J(d); we set ~~k+‘(~)=(7tkk,+:+‘)-1(r). Thus CF”+‘(<) is a 
closed submanifold of J(@‘+‘). For any < EZF~“(<) we set ozk+‘([) = 
T[-% ‘+k+‘(c). Thus ozk+’ ([) is the kernel of the linear map 
@k+l k+‘+l)*: TtJ(@‘+‘)+ T<(J@‘). 
DEFINITION 1.7. The space ark+‘(f) is called the (I+ k+ 1)th symbol of @ at 
the point <. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. [5] aGgj i+k+l can be identified with a subspace of the vector 
space Tir($O S,+k+‘(T&‘M). 
Let @ and v/ be systems of order k such that @C I,V; for any [E J((@Lty)‘) we 
have the inclusion map Z:k+l(~)~Z~k+l([). 
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DEFINITION 1.8. A completely integrable SPDE @ of order k is called infinite 
(or of infinite type) if for any integer 120 and for any <E J(@‘) we have 
dim ZFk+‘(r)>O. 
Hereafter all the systems that we consider are assumed to be completely in- 
tegrable and transitive. 
Let @ be a transitive SPDE of order k with domain UC JkE. Let x0 EM, we 
set J,,(@‘) =c..~(x~) fl J(d). We have ~,f~~+‘(J,,(@‘+‘)) = J,,(d); moreover, 





Thus the family (J,,(@“), TC~~~‘),~~, is an inverse system. We set L&xc)= 
li@J,J(@‘); thus &,(x0) is the set of formal solutions at x0 of the system @. 
We already defined .ZQ t+k+l([) for 120 and re J(@‘). If I is negative integer we 
intend to define Zrk+’ by setting: 
,Z”k”=~ if k+l<O; 0 
~:~+l([) = (~~,‘~“)-‘~~+‘~“(~) if -kslsO, 
t E n;+r(J(@)h 
The vector spaces a:+‘+’ are defined similarly by setting 
o@ ‘+k-t10 if k+l< 0; 
00 ‘+k+‘(<) = ker{(n,kI:‘l)*: T’x,~+,+~(J(@))+ T,:+,cr,(“kk+,(J(~)))}. 
We set J(d)=n,k+,(J(@)) for -ksf<O. 
DEFINITION 1.9. A SPDE @ of order k, is called weakly maximal if it has the 
following property: for any SPDE I,U of order k, with @C t,u, either I,V is of finite 
type, or Zt;‘kfl(l) is open set in Z:“+‘(r) for any 1, -ksl and any re 
J((&)‘). 
In the present work we mainly deal with weakly maximal linear systems on 
manifolds. 
Let @ be a linear system of order k on the manifold M. For any x0 EM, 
J,,(@‘) is a subspace of the vector space Jxo ‘+‘TM. Thus we can identify &(x0) 
with a space of formal vector fields at x0. In particular &,(x0) is filtered 
subspace of the filtered space D(T,M) = JxTTM= lin+n Ji TM. 
The vector space D(T,,M) carries a canonical filtered Lie algebra structure; 
that structure is obtained by setting [jXyX,jXTY] =jXT[X, Y], where X and Y 
are vector fields. If @ is a Lie equation, then &(x0) is filtered subalgebra of 
D(T,,M), ([O]). Let us consider a weakly maximal linear system @ of order k. 
The space &(x0) may enjoy some particular properties. Indeed, let w be any 
SPDE of order k such that @C I+Y; in view of the definition 1.9 the vector space 
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L&Y,) must be finite codimensional in D(T,,M), for otherwise oF”* = 
Q@ ‘+k+’ for -krl. 
In the next paragraph we are concerned with spaces of formal solutions of 
weakly maximal linear system. Details on the set-up that we use can be found 
in [2], and [S]. 
0 2. PROLONGATIONS OF LINEAR SPACES; EXTREMAL SEQUENCES 
In this paragraph we study algebraic models for the sets of formal solutions 
of weakly maximal linear systems. We denote by K a commutative field, of 
characteristic zero. 
Let Vand W be finite dimensional vector spaces over the field K. We always 
identify the tensor product W@ V* with the space Hom(V, W); V* is the dual 
space of V. We denote S(V) the symmetric algebra of the space V; S(V) is a 
graded vector space. We set S,,(V) = K. 
Let a be a subspace of the vector space W@ V*. 
DEFINITION 2. I. The first prolongation of ac W@ I/* is the subspace ao) of 
a @ V* which is defined as follows: 
Thus, elements a(,) of are symmetric bilinear maps S: I/X V-t W such that 
for any u E V the linear map S,: u -+ S,(u) = S(u, u) lies in a. 
We set a(a) = a; and we define the fth prolongation a([, I>O, by setting 
a(0 = (a(/- I))(I). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let a be a l-dimensional subspace generated by the element 
A E W@ V*. Then a(r) # (0) if and only if rank (A) = 1. Indeed let SE atl); there 
is a linear form A E V* such that S, = A(u u E V. The symmetric condition 
S,(u) = S,,(U) gives A(u)Au = A(u)Au. Thus A #O if and only if rank (A) = 1. 
REMARK 2.1. Let @ be a system of order k with domain UC JkE, E being a 
fiber manifold with the base manifold M. Let <E J(@‘). By virtue of the fun- 
damental identifications, [3], apk+‘(<) is contained in the first prolongation 
of o~k(7r;++;+1(~)). 
Now consider a sequence (a,),,o where al is subspace of the vector space 
W@ s,+*(v*). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let d = (al),20 be a sequence of linear spaces a/c W@ 
S,, ,(V*). We say that the sequence .A satisfies the prolongation conditions if 
for any integer I> 0 we have al+ 1 c (al)(t). 
Henceforward we shall concerned with sequences which satisfy the prolonga- 
tion conditions. We consider the pairing duality W@ &(I/*) x W* @S,(V) --, K 
which is defined through (w@r*, w*@<> =(w*, w>(<*,r> and (W@S,(V*), 
W*@S,,(V))=(O) if lzi’. 
Let us consider a sequence (a) , 12o al C W@ S,+,(V*). We associate to any 
u E I/ the linear map d: W@ S,, 1 (V*) + W@ S,(V*) given by the evaluation 
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map Hom(V, W@ S,(V*) x I/-+ W@ &(I/*). Since a,+r C(a,)(r) we have 
B(a,+ r ) c a,. By transposing the linear map 6 we get the linear map ‘6: a,’ -+ a:+, , 
a: being the orthogonal in W* 0 S,, , (V) of a,. 
Let p(o) be the multiplication by u in the symmetric algebra S(V). Then the 
map ‘6: W*@&(V)+ W*@S,+,(V) is equal to lw*@,U(u). Let d=(a& 
be a sequence which satisfies the prolongation conditions. We set grd(&)= 
0, ai and grd(& * ) = 0, a: . Any element u E V induces a graded linear map 
‘6: grd(d 1 ) --t grd(& ’ ); since ‘6 $7 = ‘o”“u”, the graded space grd(d ‘) becomes 
a module over the symmetric algebra S(V). 
REMARK 2.2. The sequence (a:), is the equation of (a,),. 
Thus let {&} be the family of sequences (a,),,0 with a,C IV@ S,, r(V*) and 
a,+r ~(a,)(,); let Sub(W, V) be the family of submodules of the S(V)-module 
@,>e W* @ S,+,(V). Then the correspondance d --t grd(d*) is one to one. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A graded submodule T of the graded S( V)-module @,>,, W*@ 
SI+ ,(I-‘) is called weakly maximal if it has the following property: for any 
graded submodule T’ with TC, T’C @I~,J W*@&+,(V), T’is finite codimen- 
sional subspace in @,>c W* OS,+,(V). 
The definition 2.3 is algebraic version of the definition 1.9. A weakly max- 
imal sequence is infinite, i.e. a/#(O) for all 120. 
Let @ be a transitive linear system of order k. We fix x0 EM. Let ({,),,o be 
an element of JXy(@) =&,(x0) such that rc,!(<,) = [,,, 1’ If. We set a/+k = 
o@ '+k+l(‘t,+k+l>, -klI, then we get ak+/CT,,,,,(T,M)OS,+,+,(T~M). The 
sequence ~~(XO)=((T~+'(rk+,))k+, satisfies the prolongation conditions 
o@ k+'+'(rk+,+l)C[~~+'(rk+,)l~l). We associate to the sequence ._&(xo) the 
graded S(T,,M)-module grd(&k (x0)) = @,?_k [oi+‘+‘(&+,)]‘. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If the linear system @ is weakly maximal, then the 
graded S( T,M)-module grd(._& (x0)) is weakly maximal sub-module of 
@k>O TB&&'WO &+dT$0 
PROOF. The proposition 2.1 follows immately from the definition 1.9. 
Let us fix the vector spaces V and W. Let a be a non null subspace of the 
vector space W@ V*= Horn, (V, W); a is said to be elliptic if it contains no 
element of rank = 1. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A sequence d = (a,), is elliptic if each a, is elliptic. 
Let us consider the graded space 0, V@ S,+r(V*). Let u @ 5~ V@S,+r(V*) 
and 0’0 6’~ V@ S,,+,(V*). We define a bracket operation [ , 1: V@ S,+l(V*) x 
V@S,,+,(V*)+ V@S,+,,+,(V*) by setting 
[u@<,u’@r’] = u’@(a.{‘)~-u@(a’~)<‘. 
This bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity, so that @lrO V@S,+r(V*) 
becomes graded Lie algebra. 
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REMARK 2.3. We say that JXTTM=D(TXOM) is filtered Lie algebra. The 
graded Lie algebra grd(D’(T,M)) associated to the isotropy Lie subalgebra 
DO(T,,M) is @ ,rO T,,M@ S,+i(T’,M) (with the above bracket operation). 
DEFINITION 2.5. A sequence & = (a,), is called extremal if the associated sub- 
I module OI2o a, is weakly maximal. 
Let @ be a weakly maximal linear SPDE of order k. We suppose that @ is 
completely integrable and transitive. We are concerned with the structure of 
J&(X,). This amounts to studying weakly maximal submodules of graded 
S(V)-modules. @,20 IV*@ S,+i(V) where V and W are finite dimensional 
vector spaces. 
5 3. PROPERTIES OF EXTREMAL SEQUENCES 
Let d=(a,), be a sequence which satisfies the prolongation conditions 
al+iC(a&ij, a/CWOS ,+,(I’*). We write e/(d) for the quotient space W*@ 
&+ 1 (V/a: . Then the graded vector space 0, cl(&) becomes a graded S(V)- 
module. It is obvious that we have a pairing duality c,(d) x al -K which is in- 
duced by the pairing 
so that we can identify cl(&) with the dual space a? of al. 
Let us consider the Koszul complex of the S( V)-module e(d); it is the bigrad- 
ed space @,,, e,(d) @ A”’ V together with the following differential operator: 
let <,@oiA... A U, be an element in e,(d) 0 A* V, then we set a(<, 0 U1 A e.. A 
u,= CT=, (-~)‘~,~,OO~A...A~^~A...AV,. Thus 6 maps E,(+~)@A~V’ into 
E/+~ @A”-’ V. It is easy to see that 606=0. We denote I%,(&(&)) the homo- 
logy space at E,(&) @ A”‘V of the complex 
e,- r(d) 0 A m+d+~,(d)@A”~ %l+I(d)@A,n-lV,. 
On the other hand the sequence & = (a,), gives rise to the Spencer complex 
a a a 
-a,~Am~*-a,_l~Am’lI/*-. 
The operator a is defined as it follows. Let f E al @ A* V* = Hom(Am V, a,) 
then df is the element of a,_, @ Am+’ V* = Hom(Am+’ I’, al-i) which is defined 
by 
I??+1 
af(Ui ... u,+~ ) = J, (-l)‘rSi(f(UiA .‘* Oi**’ U,+i))* 
Since r3io 6j = 17~0 pi we have a 0 a = a2 = 0. The (I, m)th cohomology space of the 
Spencer complex is denoted Hkm(&). 
We remark that if H” l(d) vanishes, then aI+ 1 coincides with the whole pro- 
longation (a&i,, indeed if HL ‘(.A) = 0, the sequence 
is exact, so that al+i = ker a. 
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Following [5] (see [5] p. 89) the pairing duality c,(d) x al -+ K gives rise to a 
pairing duality Hl,m(~(d)) x HLm(J) + K, so that the vanishing of HLm(d) is 
equivalent to the vanishing of E&(&(d)). We recall the notion of involutive 
linear spaces. Let a be a subspace of the vector space IV@ V* = Hom(l/ IV). 
Let (u,, . . . . up) be a basis for I’. We set ai = {XE a 1 Xuj = 0 for j 5 i}. Thus we 
set a0 = a and aP = 0. We set Ti = dim a’. It follows that dim a(i) I Cyi,i ri, [2], [5]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The subspace ac IV@ V* is involutive if there is a basis 
(u i, . . . , u,,) such that dim a(,, = Cy:,i ri. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let a be an involutive subspace, let (ui, . . . , up) be a basis 
such that dima(i,= Ci ri; then (Us,..., up) is called quasiregular basis with 
respect to a. 
EXAMPLES: 1) Let A E IV@ P’* with rank (A) = 1. The subspace K. A is in- 
volutive. 
2) If the space aC W@ V* is involutive, then the all a(!), IrO, are in- 
volutive, [2]. Moreover, a basis (ut, . . . , up) is quasi regular wth respect to a if 
and only if it is quasi-regular with respect to a(i), [7]. 
3) W@ V* is involutive; any basis in V is quasi-regular. We recall the 
following results. 
THEOREM 3.1. (see [2] or [5]). Let aC W@ V* be an involutive subspace; let 
(u i, . . . , up) be a quasi regular basis. Then the a i,s are involutive; moreover, for 
any integer 1 L 0 and any i = 41, . . . , p - 1 the sequence 0 + at:+‘,, + a{,+ ,) a 
a;,, + 0 is exact. 
The proof of the theorem 3.1 can be found in [2] or [5]. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A sequence C& = (a/), is called involutive if each al is involutive. 
By virtue of the following theorem of Serre the involutiveness of a sequence 
d=(a,)[ is related to the associated Koszul homology H(E(&)). 
THEOREM. (see the appendix of [2]). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) ._& is involutive sequence. 
(2) H,,,&(S)) = 0 for any pair (5 m) E Nx N, N being the set of non negative 
integers. 
The theorem of Serre provides a 2 parameter family of obstructions to the 
involutiveness of the sequence J = (a,)/. If the sequence d is extremal we can 
drop one of parameters by means of the following auxiliary Koszul complex: 
d d 
~a~~AmV-ar_,~Am-1V-ar_2~Am-‘I/~. 
The differential operator is defined by setting: 
d(</ 0 ut ... u,) = ; (-l)‘+‘iii<,@u,A ... &... 0,. 
i=I 
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We have dad = d* = 0. Let h,,,(&‘) denote the homology space at aI 0 A~V. If 
A? is extremal, the reduction of parameters is made explicit by the following 
vanishing theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let &’ = (a/), be an extremal sequence, al c W@ S,, ,(V*). The 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) For any pair (I, m) E Nx N we have Hkm(&) = 0. 
(2) For any pair (l, m) E Nx N we have H~,,(.s(.A)) = 0. 
(3) For any non negative integer 1 we have h,, ,(&) = 0. 
PROOF. Since HLrn(&) is the dual space of H,,,(E(&)) (1) and (2) are 
equivalent. 
Let us prove that (1) * (3). By Serre’s theorem, the assertion (1) is equivalent 
to the involutiveness of the space a,,C W@ V*; moreover, we also have 
a/+i = (al)(,, so that for any I >O we have al= (a&). We fix a quasi regular 
basis (u,, . . . , up). Thus for any I L 0 and any i = 0, 1, . . . ,p we have the following 
exact sequence of vector spaces 
Let i. be the element of { 1, . . . . p - I} which satisfies the conditions aj= a0 if 
j< i. and a”‘# a. Since the sequence d = (a,)/ is involutive, we have (a’)(,) = a!. 
The evaluation map a:+, 0 V+ a: is exactly the operator d of the auxiliary 
complex 4 a?+:! 0 A2 V 4 a:+, @ V-t af”. Thus the surjectivity of the eva- 
luation map a!+, @ V+ a? means that the (I,O)th homology space h,,&at) 
vanishes. Let uiO be the i,,th element of the quasi regular basis (u,, . . . . u,), we 
have the following exact sequence 
O-+a~+,-+a,++-+a,-0. 









-----+ a,+,@Am+‘V ------+ 
d 
a,@AmV-----t 








We denote by A(Dio) the left multiplication by vi0 in the exterior algebra A I/. 
Let &@viA... Avk~a,@AkI/, and let VE I/; then 
d(&@vAv,A... Auk) = ~.&@v,A-.-Av, 
k 
+ 1 (-I)i6i<, @ OA **’ Oi’** uk. 
i=l 
In other words, we have the formula do(1 0 A(u)) = d @ 1 + 10 A (v)d. This 
proves that for any element v E V the linear map 
801: a,+,@AmV+ar@AmI/ 
is homotopic to zero. We know that the map fii,, @ 1: al+ 1 @ Am V+ al @ AmI’ 
is surjective for any 120. Thus the homological exact sequence given by the 
diagram (3.0) is reduced to the short exact sequence: 
O-+hi,,+i (4 + h,,,&@) + h/.,(4 + 0 
where .xZ$‘O is the sequence (a~),. Since the spaces a$’ and a=ao are involutive 
we have h,,o(~ia)=hlO(&‘)=O, so that the spaces hl,l(&), fro all vanish. QED. 
Let us prove that (3) 3 (1). Since the sequence (a,), is extremal, all the 
maps a,+, @ VA al 110, must be surjective; otherwise the submodule 
OIZo [d(a[ @ V)]’ would contain OI a,l without being finite codimensional in 
the S(V)-module @I20 W* @ S,, 1(V). Let lo be the least integer such that for 
any 121, a, is involutive; the integer 1, exists (see [S]). We fix a quasi regular 
basis (vi +.. up). Thus the linear map d, : al+ 1 + al is surjective for I> lo; by vir- 
tue of the following commutative diagram 
a,+20 v -----+ al+1 ----+ 0 
‘\@lj d 1 61 
d 
(3.1) a,+lOV -----+ al - 0 
the linear map di : a,+ I + a, is surjective for any lr 0. We denote i. the element 
of {l,..., p} such that ai = alo for j< i. and at#al,. By what we just proved, 
the linear map 17;~: aI+, + aI is surjective for any 12 0. Since r3i, @ 1 is homotopic 
to zero, the homological exact sequence of (3.0) is 
0 -+ h, i(d) + h,,o(di”) -+ h/.,(4 + 0. 
By the assumption (3), h,, 1(.A) =0, so that hl,O(diO) and h,,O(aZ) are isomor- 
phic. The sequence d being extremal, we have hlO(&)=O for any 1~0, thus 
the map d/t, @ V-t G$” is surjective. If &,: is non-null, it must be in- 
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volutive, so that by the diagram (3.1) the evaluation map &F 0 S,(V) --t _plbi 
is surjective for any 1~0, which is impossible because d is extremal. We end 
the proof by considering the commutative diagram 
-----+ al+20Am V* 
a 
-ar+l @Am+’ V* - 
6;,Ql I fit, 0 1 
a 
I - a,+iOA”V* p a,@ Am+’ V* A. 
Since a: = ker[$,: alo + alo_ i] = (0), the map r3i, 0 1 is a isomorphism, so that 
H”“‘(d) = 0 implies H’- l*“(d) = 0. Since HCm(&) = 0 for 12 f,, and m 2 0 we 
get H”“(d) = 0 for any pair (1, m) E Nx N. QED. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let V be a 2-dimensional vector space over K. Let & = (a,), be 
an extremal sequence, al C W@ SI+ ,(V*). If the sequence & is elliptic, then 
H,, m(~(d)) = 0 for any pair (I, m) EN x N. 
PROOF. Let (~a,+, , then the linear map <: V-t al is injective. Since & is ex- 
tremal any non-null element u E V gives a linear isomorphism 6: ai+, + aI. The 
map801: al+i@AmV+a,@AmVbeinghomotopictozero, wegeth,,,(&)=O 
for all Ir 0. By the theorem 3.2 we have H,.,,,(E(~)) = 0 for Ir 0, m 2 0. QED. 
REMARK 3.1. The following counter-example shows that the conclusion of 
the theorem 3.3 does not hold if dim V> 2. If K is the field of rational numbers, 
we consider the space a of 3 x 2 matrices 
2x y 2 
XkY,Z) = y z x , 
[ 1 
the entries x, y, z being rational numbers. Let X,=X,(x,, y,, zo) E a. If rank 
(X0) = 1 then we must have 2xo/y0 =yO/zo =.zo/xo = r; so that the rational 
number T must satisfy the condition 2x0 = r3xo; the last condition holds if and 
only if x0 = 0; thus we must have y. =zo =O, which is absurd. Thus the space 
a = {X(x, y, z)} is elliptic. 
We denote by al the Ith prolongation of a. The sequence &‘= (a,), is elliptic. 
Let us prove that d is not involutive. 
It is sufficient to prove that &’ is not involutive. Indeed let IJ E K3. We write 
a” = {XE a 1 Xu = 0}, so that dim a” = 1 if u # 0. We compute the first prolonga- 
tion a,. Let SE al , there are linear forms 1, p, u in (K3)* such that 
S(u) = F 240) P(U) v(u) 1 P(U) v(u) 40) . 
We set J. = (A2,, AZ, A3), ,u = (pi, ,u2, p3) and v = (vi, v2, v3). Then the symmetric 
condition S(u)u’ = S(o’)u yields A = (A,, h2, A3), P = (2A2, 2A3, 1,) and v = 
(2J.,, 1i, A2), so that al may be identified with the space of 3 x 3 matrices 
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Thus we have the inequality dim ai c dim a + dim a” for any non-null element 
u EKE. This proves that a is not involutive. To establish that the conclusion of 
the theorem 3.3 is false for (a/)/, it remains to prove that (a,), is extremal. Let 
us compute a2. If SE a2 there are linear forms A, ,u, v in (K3)* such that for any 
v E K3 we can write 
S(u) = 
By virtue of the symmetric condition r3s(u’) = C’S(o) one sees that a2 can be 
identified with the space of 3 x 3 matrices which have the following form: 
the ~j being rational numbers. Thus we have dim a2 = 3. 
However, dim a”< 1. Since a is elliptic we have dim ai; = 0, so that aI is in- 
volutive; moreover, any basis (u,, u2, u3) is quasi-regular with respect o al. Let 
us suppose that b = (b,), is a sequence which satisfies the following conditions: 
b,, 1 c (b,)(,, and b, 5 al. We shall prove that all but a finite number of b, are 
zero. Let l, be the integer such that bl is involutive for II le. If 0 # b,,, 5 al,, we 
must have dimb,,=2. Thus, we havedimb,=2 for all 111,. Let SEAL,,+,-(0). 
The linear map S: K3 -+ b,,, is surjective; since a:= (0) for u #0 and I>0 the 
map S: K3 -+ !I,,, must be injective, which is absurd because dim bIO =2. 
Therefore the sequence d is extremal. QED. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that the field K is algebraically closed. If .A?= (al>/ 
is an extremal sequence then each aI is generated by an element A, with rank 
(A,) = 1. 
PROOF. Let f0 be the least integer such that a, is involutive for any 1 L lo. 
Without loss of generality we can suppose that the space Vb = { IJ E V 1 r7a,0=(0)} 
is zero. Thus any element u E V- (0) defines an isomorphism 6: a/,+i + al,. 
We fix elements u and w in V and consider the polynomial function 
t-+P(t) =det(C+IO), teK. 
Since K is algebraically closed P(t) has exactly q roots tl, . . . , t, where 
q = dim a(, . Since Vh = 0, P(t,) =0 is equivalent to d+ tG=O, so that we must 
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have q = 1. Since (a,), is extremal the space al, is generated by an element AI0 
with rank (A/J = 1. This implies that dim al= 1, 120. QED. 
REMARK 3.2. Alternative proofs of the theorem 3.4 can be found in [l] and 
[7]. The proof that we have given here is a simplified version of the proof 
that we gave in [7] under weaker conditions on K; it was pointed out to us 
by P. Molino. 
5 4. ADMISSIBLE FILTERED LIE ALGEBRAS 
Henceforward we take W= V. Let D(V) be the set of formal vector fields at 
the origin of V. Let (ur, . . . . up) be a basis in V. Let c ED(V), then we have 
r= c:=‘=, _ZXtr,..., t,)ui where the A(tr, . . . . tp) are formal power series in the 
variables tl,...,t,,.D(V)isfilteredLiealgebraD(V)>D”(V)> ... >Dk(V)> .... 
The element < belongs to ok(V) if and only if r = Ci J(t,, . . . , tp)Ui where the 
formal power series J(t,, . . . , tp) are of order rk. Let [= Cy=‘=, gi(tl,..., tp)Uiy 
the bracket operation in D(V) in defined by setting: 
[&Cl = c L A(b.4,) agju, ... $1 -iN, **. tp) aJ(t, aUi *** $1 “, i,i 1 r3Ui ” 
We clearly obtain [ok(V), D’(V)] C@+‘(V). 
The graded Lie algebra associated to D(V) is the Lie algebra OlrO V@ 
S,(V*). We have grd(D’(V)) = OIzo V@ S,+,(V*). 
Let OIzo al be a graded subalgebra of grd(D’(V)); then the subspace a0 
is a subalgebra of the linear Lie algebra EndK(V). We write Vao or simply 
Vb for the subspace of ao-invariant elements in V. Thus the sequence 0 + Vb -+ 
V+ V/V4 -+ 0 is an exact sequence of ao-modules. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A graded subalgebra @lzo aI of grd(D’(V)) is called ad- 
missible if the exact sequence of ao-modules 0 -+ Vh -+ V-+ V 1 Vb + 0 plits. 
By choosing a subspace WC I/ such that V= Vb @ W we can identify the 
linear group GL( Vb ) with the subgroup GL( Vh ) x Z,C GL( V). 
We consider a sequence (al)lrO such that @,2o aI is a subalgebra of grd(o’). 
We set ~(ao)={crEGL(V) 1 oao(Y-’ = ao}. Let SEaI and aEq(ao); we consider 
the element S”_E V@ S,+,(V*) which is defined by setting S”(ur **a u,+r)= 
CrS(K’Ur ,...,cru,+r). Thus Fear. We set rls(~)={a~~(ao) 1 S”=S}. Thus 
qs(ao) is a subgroup in q(ao). 
We shall examine extremal sequences such that @I al is an admissible 
subalgebra of grd(D’(V)), and we shall call the sequence (al)l,o admissible. Let 
W be a subspace in I/ such that I/= Vb @ W, ao(W)C W; we can identify a0 
with a set of matrices 
where x:~End(W). Thus if (a,),,0 is an admissible involutive sequence and if 
we fix a decomposition V= V\ 0 W which agrees with the action of ao, we 
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see that any WE W- (0) determines a linear isomorphism ti: a/+r + al, 120, 
thus u E Vb if and only if a: #O. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let .&= (a&e be an admissible involutive sequence. Let 
V= Vb @ W be a decomposition of V which agrees with the action of ao. 
Then a0 is irreducible in W. 
PROOF. Let U be a subspace of W such that so(U) C U. If U# 0, let u E U- (0). 
The linear map C: co -+ W is injective. But any S $ al - (0) is an injective map 
of W in ao; therefore we must have U= W. QED. 
The lemma 4.1 shows that the decomposition I/= Vh @ W with ao(W)c W 
must be unique. 
LEMMA 4.2. The sequence & = (a,),,o being that of the lemma 4.1, the Lie 
algebra a0 is either semi-simple or commutative. 
PROOF. By lemma 4.1, a0 is reductive, so it splits as a0 = Z(a,) @ [ao, ao], 
where Z(a,) is the center of a0 and the derived ideal [ao, ao] is semi-simple. We 
must prove that either Z(a,) = 0 or [ao, ao] = 0. Let us suppose that Z(a,) # 0. 
We can find w. E W- (0), SE a0 such that So(wo) = Go. So E Z(a,) - (0). 
For any (w, w’) E W x W, we can write 





Thus we obtain [So(w), So( w. = 0. Since the linear maps Go: a0 + W and 
So: W-t a0 are isomorphisms, we obtain [So(w),So(w’)] =0 for any pair 
(w, w’) E W x W. Thus if Z(a,) # 0 a0 must be commutative. QED. 
LEMMA 4.3. .xZ = (a,),,o being as in the lemma 4.1, a0 is a commutative 
subalgebra of the associative algebra End(W). 
PROOF. Let us suppose that a0 is not a commutative Lie algebra. According 
to lemma 4.2, a0 is semi-simple Lie algebra. Let K be the algebraic closure of 
K and let r(K, K) be the group of K-automorphisms of R. We set tie = I? OK a0 
and P= R OK W. Then a0 is semi-simple Lie algebra over l?; moreover, a0 is 
a subalgebra of the Lie algebra EndK(w). 
Let us fix once and for all a decomposition 
W= IV, @ .*f @ I?,$, 
where the IPj are irreducible tie-modules. For any j= 1, . . . , k we set r$= 
{XEaoIX’ ~~CC6,~j, i=l,..., k}, 6, being the Kronecker symbol. Let US 
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write 66 = &, 1 Pj. We have the inclusion gjC ii:; each t,tj is an ideal of tie. Since 
the linear space a~ is of infinite type, tie is of infinite type also, so that at least 
one of the 6; must be of infinite type. The group r(K, K) permutes the w tran- 
sitively. Thus the couples (nj, 6:) and ($, tik) are conjugate, [4], [6], so that the 
ideals # are of infinite type (see [4]). However, ~j is an irreducible hi-module. 
Since t$ and 6: are semi-simple Lie algebras we must have g’ = I.$, [8] and we 
have &=ti’,@...@~$. 
Since R is algebraically closed, each semi-simple irreducible Lie algebra ti(: 
must be either the unimodular algebra Sl(Kj) or the symplectic algebra sp(mj), 
[I]. The sequence (a1),20 being extremal, we have dim, W= dim, a0 = dimK lV’= 
dimK ii0 . 
We set n = dim W and p = dim Wj. 
If 6: is the unimodular algebra sl(Wj), we have 
n = k(p2- 1) 
= kp, 
so that the positive integer p must satisfy the condition p2 - 1 =p, which is im- 
possible. Therefore 6; cannot be Sl(~j) and therefore C$ =sp(mj). Therefore 
we can write dim Fj= 2p, p E N*= N- (0), and hence 
n = 2pk 
= k(lp’- l), 
which leads to the contradiction 2p = 1. 
Finally the Lie algebra a0 cannot be semi-simple. 
It remains to prove that a0 is a subalgebra of the associative algebra 
EndK(W). We take SE al, (u, u) E Wx W and XE ao. Since a0 is commutative 
we have 
XS(U) * u = S(u)Xu 
= S(Xu)u 
= xs(u)u. 
Thus XS(u) =S(Xu) for any (X,S, u) E a0 x a, x W. This proves that a0 is 
subalgebra of the associative algebra EndK(W). QED. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let &=(a,)120 be an admissible extremal sequence. If the se- 
quence ~2 involutive, the following assertions hold: 
(1) a0 is the set of multiplications 1,: y c x.y in a commutative fiel 
f 
K’. 
(2) The degree [K’ : K] of the extension K’ 1 K is equal to dim V/V . 
PROOF. (1) By lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, the space a0 can be identified with a 
commutative subalgebra of the associative algebra End(V/@). Moreover any 
element XE~-(0) induces a linear isomorphism 2: I//@ + V/Vb. Since the 
map Y + X. Y of a0 into a0 is an isomorphism, the algebra a0 is a commutative 
field. 
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(2) If SE al - (0) the map S: V/V9 
[ao: K] =dim V/Vb. 
+ a0 is a linear isomorphism, so that 
QED. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let & = (al),,o be an admissible extremal sequence. Assume 
that .& is involutive and let SE al - (0). Then CL(@) is a subgroup of finite 
index in qs(ao). Moreover the index (CL@), ~&,)) does not depend upon 
the choice of S in al -(O). 
PROOF. Let us take the decomposition V= Vb @ W with a,JW)C W. We 
identify CL@) with GL(V~)xZ,CGL(V). It is clear that CL(@) is includ- 
ed in q(ao). Let SE al - (0). We define a multiplicative structure in W by 
setting 
w * w’ = S(w) w’. 
= w’- w. 
Thus W becomes commutative field that we call Ks. Let rr E V(Q); since 
oaoo -’ = ao, the map (r must preserve the direct sum V= Vb @ W, so that we 
may identify v(ao) with a set of matrices 
a0 
(Y= L 1 Ob 
where a E GL( Vb) and b E GL( W). Let (u, u) E W x W and let (Y E q(ao) be such 
that Sa=S. We can write boS(b-‘u)o b-’ =9(u). If we consider u and u as 
elements of the field Ks, we see that 
b@(u). o) = b(u . o) 
= S(b(u)) . b(u) 
= b(u). b(u). 
Thus the map b E CL(W) is a K-automorphism of the field Ks. Since 
[KS : K] = dim, KS is finite, the group T(K,, K) of K-automorphisms of KS is 
finite, so that CL(@) is a finite index subgroup in qs(a). Let us prove that 
the integer index(GL(Vb), ss(ao)) does not depend upon the choice of SE 
a, - (0). Let YE al - (0). The linear maps S : KS+ a0 and S’: KS,-+ a0 are K- 
isomorphisms. Indeed we have 
S(U * u) = S(S(u)o) 
= S(u). S(u), 
where u,u~K~xK~. 
Similarly we have 
S’(z.4’. 0’) = S’(S’(U’)U’) 
= S’(U)S’(U), 
where u’, u’EK~,xK~,. Thus, the groups T(Ks,K) and T(Ks,,K) are isomor- 
phic. Therefore index(GL(Vb), qs(a)) = index(GL(V$, qs(ao)). 
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The theorem 4.1 establishes a relationship between a class of admissible ex- 
tremal sequences (u,),~~ and a class of commutative extensions of the field K. 
Let us examine the case of non commutative extensions of K. We fix a divi- 
sion ring K’ with dim, K’ < 03. We denote by lx the left multiplication 
y + &. y =xy, x E K’, y E K’. Let a(K’) = { /,I x E K'} . Then a(K’) is a subalgebra 
of the associative algebra EndK (K’). Let a,(K’) be the Ith prolongation of 
a(K’). Thus OlxO a,(K’) is subalgebra of the graded Lie algebra CD1>e a,(K’). 
THEOREM 4.3. (1) If K’ is commutative, then the admissible sequence 
(aI(K is an extremal involutive sequence. 
(2) If K’ is not commutative, then a,(K’) = 0 for all I> 0. 
PROOF. (1) Let us suppose that K’ is commutative; then given any positive in- 
teger 1 the map (xi ... x,) --t I,, .a* l,,=f,,...,, belongs to a,(K’). However, we 
have aX(K’) = 0 if x#O, so that if al+ l(K’) is involutive then a,(K’) is involutive 
also. Thus a(K) is involutive. Let us prove that (a,(K’)),,o is extremal. 
Assume that (6,)[ is a sequence such that bl+ 1 c (b&,, and b, c a,(K’). Assume 
that 6, #O for all 12 0. We take SE b,, , - (0): then S : K’+ b, is injective, so 
that we have dim K’sdim b, I dim a,(K’). We know that 6 : al + a(K’)=K’ is 
injective if u E K’- (0). Therefore we have dim K’= dim b, = dim a(K) = 
dim a,(K’), so that 6, = a,(K) for all II 0. This proves that (a,(K’)) is extremal; 
it is admissible. 
(2) Assume now that K’ is non commutative. Since K is a field, a(K’) is ir- 
reducible on the vector space K’. Then a(K’) is a reductive Lie algebra, so that 
it splits a(K’) = Z(a(K’)) @ [a(K’), a(K’)], the ideal [a(K’), a(K’)] being semi- 
simple. Assume hat aI Z(O). We take SE a,(K’) - (0), xOe K’- (0) and 
XE a(K’) - Z(a(K’)) such that [X, S(xO)] = 0. We can write XS(x,)y = S(xe)Xy, 
y E K’. Let I,V be the linear map K’-+ K’ such that S(x) = I+), x E K’. We can set 
X=1,; and then we obtain 
4l,,)Y = 4&,)x0 
= wwxo 1 
= S(XY)Xo 
= w(xy)XOi I 
so that the relation I =xI,v(~) follows; in other words we have 
XS(Y)Y’ = swY)Y’ 
= S(Y’)XY 
= XS( y’)y. 
Thus we can write [X, S(y’)] = 0 for all y’~ K’. Since the linear map S : K’-t 
a(K’) is bijective, the element X lies in the center Z(a(K’)) of a(K’), which is ab- 
surd. This ends the proof of the theorem 4.3. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. If d = (al)l,o is an admissible involutive extremal sequence, 
the integer r, = dim (V/Vh) is called the rank of d. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let d = (a,), and &‘= (a;)/ be extremal sequences. Assume 
that d and &’ are admissible. We say that ._G! and &’ are conjugate if there 
exists a linear isomorphism a : V + V such that for any 12 0 the map SE V@ 
S,+l(V*) + Sa maps al onto a;. 
Let us set n = dim I/ > 0. For any integer r with 0 < rs n we denote JZ’~ the set 
of conjugation classes of involutive extremal sequences awith r,, = r and which 
are admissible. Let &r(K) be the family of K-isomorphism classes of com- 
mutative extensions K’ 1 K with [K’: K] = r. According to theorems 4.1 and 4.2 
there exists one-to-one correspondance between JZ~ and G,(K). 
Q 5. TRANSITIVE FILTERED LIE ALGEBRAS AND GEOMETRIC STRUCTURES 
Let L be a filtered subalgebra of the Lie algebra D(V). 
DEFINITION 5.1. L is called transitive if L/Lo is isomorphic to the vector 
space V. 
We denote by a0 the Lie algebra Lo/L’. If L is transitive then a0 is sub- 
algebra of End(V). We set al = L//L’+’ ; the sequence (a,),,o satisfies the pro- 
longation conditions. 
DEFINITION 5.2. L is called irreducible if CQ is irreducible on V. 
DEFINITION 5.3. L is called extremal (resp. admissible) if the sequence (a,)/,0 
is extremal (resp. admissible). 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let L and L’ be transitive filtered subalgebras of D(V); we 
say that L and L’ are weakly conjugate if the sequences (a,(L)), and (a@‘))/ are 
conjugate (see definition 4.3). 
Henceforward K is the field R of real numbers. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space. Let L and L’ be 
transitive filtered subalgebras of D(V). Assume that L and L’ are admissible, 
extremal, involutive and have the same rank. Then L and L’ are weakly con- 
jugate. 
PROOF. By the theorem 4.1 there is a commutative extension R (resp. R’) of 
R such that ao(L)=Lo/L’ (resp. ao(L’)=L”/L”) is the set of multiplications 
I,: y +xy is R (resp. in R’). Since rank (L)=rank (L’) we have 
[J? : I?] = [f?’ : IR] 5 co, so that R and Rf are R-isomorphic. Let &: Z?-+Z?’ be a 
fR-isomorphism. Let W and W’ be the subspaces of V such that 
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with a&) (W)C W and a&‘)(W’)C W’. We identify Z? (resp. E?‘) with the 
space W (resp. W’), so that ti: W --t W’ satisfies the condition &a&)6 -’ = 
a&‘). Let us fix a linear isomorphism p: Yao(‘) -+ VpoCC). Then the linear map 
a=px& k%(UX w+ I/PO(L’) x. W’ satisfies the condition ace(L) = a&,‘). 
Since a,(L) (resp. a,@‘)) must coincide with the whole (a&.))(,, (resp. 
(a&‘))($, the theorem 5.1 is proved. 
COROLLARY5.1. Let (al),,e be an involutive extremal sequence. Assume that 
it is admissible and elliptic. Then a,, is the set of matrices of the following form 
L 0 Y x-y0 x 0 1 
where x,ye R. 
PROOF. Since (a,),,e is elliptic, the associative subalgebra aeCEnd(V) is 
isomorphic to the field C of complex numbers. This ends the proof. 
Let us return to the global analysis problems. We keep the notations of 9 1. 
Let M be a smooth connected manifold, TM is the tangent bundle of M. Let 
.5$(M) be the bundle of linear frames of order k, k EN. Let z be an element 
of 6%?(M) with the origin XEM. There is a canonical linear isomorphism 
A,: J,k TM+ T,.%‘(M). Let cz be an element of the structural group of 
B’(M) +M, then the isomorphisms & and ARnr are connected by J.-RaZ= 
Ral;oA, = (dR,),olZ,. 
Let @ be a linear SPDE of order k on M. Assume that @ is a completely in- 
tegrable Lie equation. Given an element ZE z%?‘(M) there exists an unique 
reduction Ei of the principal bundle R’(M) with the following properties: 
(1) z&, 
(2) if Z’E Eg, with the origin x’EM, then 13,(5,(@)) = T,,Ek@. If @ is tran- 
sitive, then &,(x0) is a transitive filtered subalgebra of D(T,,M). We set 
grd(Li(xe)) = @,>e L’,(xO)/L’,“(xO) = @,>,-, al. Let I be a non negative integer 
with 01 I< k, we set Ei = nf(E,k) where rr: is the natural projection of Bk(A4) 
onto .3’(M). We define the Ith structure function of Ei, lr 1 as follows. If 
11 k, the Ith structure function is defined in Ei; if I > k, the fth structure func- 
tion is defined in some (I - k)th prolongation of Es (see S. Sternberg [9]). 
The key terms of the Ith structure function are H[&-valued functions, 
where HL2(L,) is the (f, 2)th cohomology space of the Spencer complex 
...a,,,0n3T*M~a,Q~2T*M-, a.0 U91h 
In the case of a transitive Lie equation, the structure functions are constant 
functions. They contain the structure functions of the graded Lie algebra 
grd(&&e)), (see VI or [91). 
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DEFINITION 5.4. Let @ be a transitive completely integrable Lie equation; @ 
is called formally flat if the structure functions of Eg are reduced to the struc- 
ture functions of the graded Lie algebra grd(l&e)). 
Assume now that @ is transitive extremal Lie equation. 
DEFINITION 5.5. Any couple (Ei,M) is called an extremal structure on M; 
the rank of L&x,) is called the rank of Ek@. 
Let [Ci] be the first structure function of Ei, [Cj] EH-'~~cL,(x,)] where 
H-1*2(L,(xc,) is the cohomology space at T,M@ A’ T;M of the Spencer 
complex 
0-,a,-taoOT~~M~T,MO~2T*~~0. 
We set I/= TxoM and we recall that a, =L~(xO)/L~‘(xo). 
LEMMA5.1. If y E V@ r\2 I/* with [v] = [Ci], then the tensor y defines a Lie 
algebra structure in Vb = V”. Moreover, that structure does not depend on the 
choice of y. 
PROOF. Let (U,O)E Vbx $ and let AEao. By virtue of the second equation 
of Cartan (see [2]) we have 
A*y(u,o) = Y(Au,u)+y(u,Ao)+as,(u,u> 
where S, E a0 0 V*. This relation means that [Ci] is a ao-invariant. Since u 
and u belong to @, it follows that A . y(u, u) = 0, so that y(u, u) E @. However, 
according to the first equation of Cartan, [2], there is Q E ac, @ A’ V* such that 
Y(U, Y(U, w)) + Y(U, Y(W, u)) + Y(W, Y(U, 0)) = dNu, u, w) 
= s2(U, u)w + sz(0, w)u + Q(w, U)U. 
= 0 for u,u,w in Vb. 
Therefore, we see that the couple (Vb, y) is a Lie algebra structure. Let 
y’~ V@ l\‘V* with [y’] = [y] = [Ci]. We can find an element SE a08 V* such 
that y’=y+aS. Therefore given u and u in Vtl, we have 
Y’(U, u) = Y(U, u) + &(u) - S,(u) 
= v(u, u) QED. 
THEOREM 5.2. Any transitive extremal structure (E$,M) of rank f defines a 
r-codimension foliation in M. 
PROOF. Let (E&M) be a transitive extremal structure. We set V=J~.,(X~)/L~(X~) 
and ae=L~(xo)/Lf,(xo). Let Vh = P and let [Ci] be the first structure func- 
tion of Ei. Let Go be the connected subgroup of CL(V) with Lie algebra ao. 
We set Ei = ~c~E:c Z’(M). Then Ei is a Go-structure and [CL] is the tensor 
of Chern-Bernard of the Go-structure Ei. 
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We denote by 6’ the fundamental form of Eb, (see [S]); 0 is V-valued l-form 
on Eh. We fix a connexion Q on the principal bundle EA -+M. Given any 
u E V, we denote 8(v) the fundamental vector field on Ek which is associated 
to o; 8(o) is defined by the conditions (1) xZ(u) E Q,, (2) e,(_&(v)) = u. Given 
an element a E Go, let R, be the right translation z c z - a in Eb; we have 
R,*_%?(o) =Jf(a-‘u). If u E Vb, then we have au = u for all a E Go; therefore we 
obtain R,*.J?(u) =8(u) for all (a; u) E G,, x V4, so that any UE Vh defines a 
global vector field X(u) in M. Moreover, if u # 0 then X(u) is nowhere zero. We 
have the relation [X(u),X(w)] =X(y(u, w)), u, WE @. Let g@ be the distribu- 
tion generated by the vector fields X(u), UE Vh; @+, is regular and the rank of 
g@ is dim M-r. If dim M-r= 0, theorem 5.2 holds; otherwise, we apply lem- 
ma 5.1, so that [$4$, .?$I c SF@. By the theorem of Frobenius, g@ defines a r- 
codimension foliation. QED. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let @ be a completely integrable weakly maximal linear Lie 
equation on the manifold M. Assume that @ is transitive and that rank 
(@) = rank (L,) <dim M. Then the Euler-PoincarC characteristic x(M) is zero. 
PROOF. As dim V4 >O, take u E Vb - (0); the vector field X(u) has no sin- 
gularity. QED. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let M be a compact manifold equipped with an extremal 
structure (Ei, M); put r = rank of E@. Assume that @ is transitive. Then there 
exists a connected and simply connected (M- r)-dimensional Lie group G with 
a locally free action G x M-+ M. 
PROOF. In view of the lemma 5.1, Vb is (n - r)-dimensional Lie algebra. Let 
G be the connected and simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra Vh. We 
can realize Vb as a Lie algebra of vector fields on the manifold M. Since A4 is 
compact, the X(u) are complete, so that the leaves of @@ are orbits of a locally 
free action of G in M. QED. 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let (E&M) be an extremal structure, assume that @ is tran- 
sitive. Then Ei is called elliptic, involutive or admissible according as &,(x0) 
is elliptic, involutive or admissible. 
DEFINITION 5.6. A transitive extremal structure (E,k,M) is said to be fibered 
if the space of leaves IV/$@ equipped with the quotient topology is smooth 
manifold. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (Ei,M) be a transitive extremal structure. Assume that 
Ei is elliptic, involutive and admissible. Then the foliation @@ is transversally 
complex analytic. 
PROOF. From the corollary 5.1, we have rank (@) = 2; moreover given a germ 
Q of submanifold transverse to the leaves of .c&, rc:E$ induces an almost- 
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complex structure E;(Q) in Q. The almost complex structure (E;(Q), Q) is 
“formally” transitive; therefore, the structure function of E;(Q) vanishes (see 
181, p.44, prop.2.9, so that (E;(Q), Q) is a complex analytic structure on 
Q. QED. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let (E&M) be as in theorem 5.3. Assume that Ez is 
fibered. Then M is fiber manifold over a Riemann surface. 
We end the present paragraph by examining the case of a flat extremal struc- 
ture on compact manifolds. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (Ei,M) be a transitive extremal structure. Assume that 
Ei is flat and that rank (@) < n = dim M. Then each leaf of 9-Q is diffeomor- 
phic to a product T’xR”. 
PROOF. If Ei is flat the first structure function [Ci] is zero, so that the Lie 
group of corollary 5.2 must be R”-‘, r= rank (@). Thus each leaf is a quotient 
of R”-’ by a discrete subgroup of R”-‘. QED. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let M be a closed 3-manifold with an admissible extremal 
structure Ei. Assume that Ei is elliptic, involutive, flat and fibered. Then M 
is a quotient of the 3-sphere by a finite cyclic group. 
PROOF. Let M2 be the quotient manifold M/S@. By corollary 5.4., M2 must 
be the Riemann sphere S2. Moreover the leaves of ~9~ are circles; so M is a 
principal S’-bundle with the base manifold S2. By [3] (or [lo]) M is the quo- 
tient of S3 by finite cyclic group which is generated by the characteristic lass 
[Z]EP(.s,Z) of S1+M+S2. 
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